Take Control of Your Screens
Engage audiences with digital signage and empower Administrators
with device management. All from one central place.
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ENGAGE AND INSPIRE WITH DIGITAL
SIGNAGE. Create an informed company
with customizable digital signage.
Motivate teams with company updates
and results. Personalize meeting rooms
with a welcome screen and meeting
room calendar. Showcase your brand
to visitors with videos, imagery, and
websites.
EFFICIENT, REMOTE MAINTENANCE
FOR ADMINISTRATORS. Empower IT
departments to manage screens more
effectively with real-time, remote access
to Airtame-enabled devices. Change
settings and conduct updates en masse.
Delegate control based on rank, location
and use case.
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REDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL
FOOTPRINT. Save on your energy
bill while saving the planet by
scheduling screens to turn off once
the workday is done. Minimize
energy consumption with regular
software updates.
SECURITY FOR ENTERPRISE
NETWORKS. SSL encryption for
secure communication between
Airtame devices and Airtame Cloud.

DYNAMIC COLLABORATION.
Involve employees by enabling
multiple administrators to share
custom messaging, company news
and imagery.

Mix and match Airtame devices between Lite and Plus, according to your needs.
Devices aren’t locked to subscription seats, so you can switch them at any time.

LITE

PLUS

CUSTOM

For larger deployments of
over 50 seats

Everything you need for
effective deployment and
maintenance

Everything you need to bring
your screens to life

Free for all devices
Access to:

 Real-time overview of your
screens
 Welcome screen with
meeting room scheduling
 Automate screens to turn on
and off according to office
hours
 Meeting room overview
 Schedule imagery and videos
to play on loop
 Integrations with applications
including Google Calendar,
Outlook, Dropbox, and more

 Bulk firmware updates
 Global device management
 Unlimited number of devices
 Unlimited number of users
 User roles and access
delegation
 Branded image and custom
background
 Public website URL
 Screen orientation

Everything in Lite, Plus:
More than Plus:
 Designated customer success
team for on-boarding and
activation
 Dedicated training webinar

Making Screens Smarter
Modernize meetings, engage teams, empower
presenters, and inspire audiences. Choose a
smarter, unified solution with AirTame.
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SCHEDULE YOUR FREE DEMO
HELLO@ALTEKIMAGING.COM

300 Emlen Way, Telford, PA | 215.721.9355
altekimaging.com

